
BREAKFAST♡TABLE SET FOR YOU, 

the tempting aroma of freshly ground Dinzler organic coffee and handmade
freshly baked bread and pastries from the wholefood bakery Hauber next door,
that awakens the morning spirits.

Organic tea diversity with a sustainable flavour,
Ronnefeldt's organic tea variety can be summarised perfectly with these aspects.
Thanks to the holistic seal of quality, organic tea from Ronnefeldt not only fulfils our
tea requirements for you, but also for our hotel guests - and not just at tea time, but
throughout the day at tea o'clock.
Your year-round organic tea enjoyment in your elephant Kufstein Lounge.

Plangger's organic butter and sweet toppings such as fruit and berry jams from
Floberry's fruit and berry farm in Alpbach are also included.

The result of the Carnica bees from the bee king of the Kitzbühel region is a high-
quality and pure natural product called honey that is not only great to spread or even
savour by the spoonful - it is a must-have for all honey lovers.

The freshly laid organic eggs of the travelling hens from the Keilhof farm in Söll in
boiling salted water until they are cooked to a waxy softness and served either as served
either as an egg solitaire or an imperial egg duo in a glass with a sprinkling of chives.
In the meantime, the organic eggs turn into soft and creamy scrambled eggs in the
pan. Eggs-cellent and diva-like, the organic eggs glide out of the pan onto the plate.
from the pan onto the plate, having been briefly prepared for consumption in the
mirror. The serving options for the organic scrambled and fried eggs range from the
classic egg dish to additions with fine organic ham or savoury organic bacon. or savoury
organic bacon, garnished with rolls of garden-fresh chives.

THE PALATE IS STILL UNSATIATED
and demands fine textures with savoury, spicy flavours. This is the keyword for the
appearance of our homemade spread duo in organic quality.

The local Plangger cheese dairy is responsible for the certified organic quality of soft
and hard cheeses as well as Brie and soft goat's cheese from the local Plangger cheese
dairy.
Cheese specialities from the regional rock cellar and seasonal cheeses from the from
the surrounding mountain pastures included.

Savoury organic quality with the animal welfare seal is on the elephant breakfast
table with sausage and ham, but also but also with prosciutto tyrolensis and cut
bacon • if your morning appetite demands it.
Anton Juffinger from the organic butcher's shop is the second generation to put his
heart and soul generation, his name stands for the very highest quality in his butcher's
shop in Kufstein.
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Otherwise, it is the harmoniously balanced smoked flavours, 
that give the salmon that certain something of flavour and enrich every breakfast with
enrich every breakfast with pleasure.

CREAMY, HAND-STIRRED LUKEWARM,
enriched with lots of important proteins, vitamins and minerals and a mix of berries •
slow carb as an oat breakfast or organic porridge with berries berries • a trendy and
healthy breakfast component from Verival, the local organic company from the
neighbouring village of Langkampfen.

Anyone who prefers the creamy consistency and mild taste of organic natural yoghurt
will be delighted with the 150 gram jar on the breakfast table. The organic hay milk
from the farm cows on the Keilhof farm is gently pasteurised and processed into
creamy organic natural yoghurt.
A treat by the spoonful - pure, sweetened with organic honey or flavoured with fresh
seasonal berries. of the season. The choice is yours!

A glass of fresh organic hay milk from sustainable farming could be the favourite
among the cool drinks. Species-appropriate feeding with the best meadow hay, which
contains many different grasses and herbs, is the basis for the Keilhof cows to produce
organic hay milk. In order to preserve the valuable nutrients of the freshly milked milk,
it is gently pasteurised directly on the farm at a maximum temperature of 65 °C.
The natural fat content ensures the full-bodied flavour and beautifies the drink with a
white lip.

We also use the day's fresh organic hay milk for our chocolaty hot drinks; for the on-
top we whip up milk foam or place cream on top. as a topping.

FRESHLY SQUEEZED - FROM THE VALLEY OF SMOKY ORGANIC JUICES
OR SPARKLINGLY REFRESHING,
this is how our elephantastic range of organic drinks presents itself. We collect
pressed vegetables between mid-March and the end of October and, depending on
the harvest season harvest time from the Strillinger vegetable stand in Kufstein. We
obtain the fruit from Apfelland and serve it freshly pressed on its own or mixed with
carrots. On request, we can enrich our healthy freshly pressed juices with a dash of the
best of the best olive oil.

And since the juice of freshly squeezed oranges at the breakfast table is the ultimate
the ultimate for many, we can't do without it. The jurors of the Austrian Ecolabel of the
Austrian Ecolabel and EU Ecolabel and have declared the fruit of the foreign country • in
organic quality, of course!



AND HOW EVERYTHING CAN BE ARRANGED 
AND HOW IT ALL FITS TOGETHER IN HARMONY, 

READ WITH JUST ONE CLICK IN THE 
BREAKFAST MENU ELEPHANT BREAKFAST & MORE
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AT „HASENFIT“, QUALITY COMES FIRST. 
These 100% organic fruit juices contain neither preservatives nor flavourings and
certainly no added sugar. Every sip is a pure natural product, pressed directly from
local fruit varieties. The fruit is pressed in a completely oxygen-free environment to
preserve its quality, freshness and unrivalled flavour.
Treat yourself to a glass of organic juice and start your day „bunny fit".

A LIVELY START TO THE MORNING WITH A GLASS OF SPARKLING WINE
sparkling wine, which we serve you as a stimulating morning greeting _by the
glass. Thanks to its non-organic quality, this fine sparkling spumante with its
unmistakable flavour unmistakable flavour reminiscent of fresh honey and apples with
a pleasant with a pleasant acidity, from our hotel bar drinks collection on your
breakfast table. your breakfast table.

https://www.hotel-stadt-kufstein.at/fileadmin/user_upload/elephant-kufstein-lounge_2023/PDFs/fruehstueckskarte_01.pdf

